
How Bulksupplements.com 
generated 44x ROI in 4 months 

with SMS marketing

Located in Henderson, Nevada, BulkSupplements.com 
is a health and wellness brand that supplies over 500 
pure nutritional supplement ingredients to hundreds of 
thousands of consumers and manufacturers. 



The brand puts the wellness of its community of 
customers at the heart of its business. 


Bulksupplements.com is  dedicated to maintaining all  
health code and government regulations, testing each 
of its supplements at an in-house laboratory before 
distribution to ensure safe consumption. Their 
manufacturing and distribution facilities are NSF 
Certified and FDA-registered, making them one of the 
most trusted health and wellness brands across the 
globe. 

$853k 

generated 4 

months

85k 

new SMS subscribers 

achieved 

1

SMS campaign paid for 

Recart for 1 year



Our previous SMS provider wasn’t working for us because we 
were pretty much on our own. We enjoy working with Recart 
because of the assistance we get with launching these types of 
campaigns. All our questions are answered quickly with Recart 
and they monitor everything as well to ensure good results.

Jim Denlinger, Digital Marketing Strategist

The Challenge 

The mHealth market accounted for $46million in 
2019 and is expected to reach $230million by 
2027, registering a CAGR of 22.3% from 2020 to 
2027. This growth is also aided by the 30% 
increase in mobile apps for health and wellness, 
and the rise of mCommerce during the period. 



Noticing that their Shopify store received 
, it was critical for 

Bulksupplements.com to find a way to remain at 
the top of the minds of these consumers. 

50% of 
consumers from mobile devices

The health and wellness brand had to find a way to 
 in a 

direct and personalized way, 

. 



After having tried various mass communication 
marketing channels, running ads to retarget and 
re-engage mobile shoppers, the brand wanted to 
implement a strategy that was a surefire way to be 
present where their audience was the most active.


communicate with their mobile shoppers
without getting their 

message lost in the volume of noise on digital 
channels
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50% of consumers from mobile devices, 
BulkSupplements needed a way to stay top of mind 
using a mobile-first channel

They needed a personalized way to offer different 
customer segments tailored product suggestions.

They hoped to improve their ROI after testing 
various bulk communication channels



A Cohesive Mobile Marketing Strategy

They needed a solution that would help them set up marketing campaigns on both the channels to 
 and monitor and optimize as their audience grew. Take a look at 

Recart’s strategy below.

manage all their 
mobile marketing campaigns on one dashboard

1
Subscription tools - Based on the geo location of the audience, we recommended altering the popup 
strategy to collect subscribers. We divided the strategy into two - using an SMS popup for the US 
audience and the Messenger for the rest of the world.

2 Automations - Setting up automations on both the channels to enable timely and contextual 
engagement with subscribers as they progress in their journey with the brand. 

3
Personalized campaigns - Running sales-driven, time-sensitive, one-time SMS promotions with 
complementing Messenger campaigns provided better personalization and customer engagement to 
build better long-term relationships.

4
Optimization - We recommended the brand optimize the campaigns across SMS and Messenger right 
from collecting subscribers using the popup to nudging conversions, on the basis of insights gathered 
on the Recart dashboard. 

5
Dedicated customer success manager - We also brought in an expert from the Recart team to work 
with the brand on the above aspects, providing them guidance at every step to leverage features 
from both the channels. 
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As the brand started to explore channels to reach their mobile 
shoppers in a personalized way, they discovered two rising 
channels to implement - .SMS and Messenger Marketing

75% of online shoppers want to receive brand communication 
and offers via SMS

SMS marketing has proven to deliver a 2,482% Return on 
Investment

More than 20 billion messages are exchanged between 
businesses and users on Messenger per month

Messenger marketing leads to a 70% better open rate than most 
channels

More than 50% of customers prefer communication via text 
messages instead of phone calls 



SMS Strategy And Implementation

The growth is strong as we get around 300 new 

subscribers a day. 

Jim Denlinger, Digital Marketing Strategist
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The brand implemented a welcome popup offering a 
discount to their US-based store visitors who subscribed 
to their SMS list. Once subscribed, customers received 
an automated welcome SMS with a one-time use 
discount code to encourage the first purchase.

Welcome popup and SMS welcome series: the 
path to engaging the US audience

85,334
SMS subscribers in 

4 months

$437,580
Revenue from the SMS 

welcome flow

414-515-616

Congrats!   You’ve unlocked the best

discount code! Use code SMS10 for 10%

off. Click here to apply the discount and

shop now: gho.io/discount-code-url

https://bulksupplements.com

By signing up via text, you agree to receive 
recurring automated promotional and 

personalized marketing text messages (e.g. cart 
reminders) from BulkSupplements at the cell 

number used when signing up. Consent is not a 
condition of any purchase. Reply HELP for help. 
You can withdraw your consent at any time by 
texting STOP. Msg frequency varies. Std Msg & 

data rates may apply.

GET CODE IN TEXT

414-515-616

BulkSupplements.com:



Hi there, it looks like you left some

items in your cart. Don't forget to

use code SMS10 for 10% off at

checkout:  gho.io/iw93rl2

Conditional Split

Wait 60 minutes

Send SMS

Doesn’t have any 
items in cart

Hasn't placed any

order in 30 days 

Mobile users have an even higher average abandonment 
rate of 85.65%. Knowing this, Recart assisted 
Bulksupplements in setting up an SMS abandoned cart 
recovery campaign. They used the channel to send 
automated cart reminders with time-sensitive discounts 
on the cart total.

SMS abandoned cart series: Automating the 
engagement on mobile

$216,641
Revenue from the 
abandoned cart flow



It’s champions’ week at

Bulksupplements!  

Shop our entire site today 10% off!  



Use code GO4GOLD   



gho.io/discount-code-url 



Reply STOP to opt out

414-515-616

BulkSupplements: Father’s Day is here!

Get 10% off a gift for Dad with vode

FATHERSDAY. 

Click here to apply the discount and

shop now:  gho.io/discount-code-url

414-515-616

BulkSupplements: Whatever your starting

point way... 

Your drive and spirit to consultantly push

yourself inspire others and achieve your

dreams is what makes you



A CHAMPION! 

Shop our supplements and get 10% off

side-wide!



Use promo code GO4GOLD  

gho.io/discount-code-url

414-515-616

We are focused on growing the SMS audience/strategy 
mainly because of how much higher the open rate is 
compared to email. The returns are really strong as well. SMS 
is arguably now the most important thing to us for the future.

Jim Denlinger, Digital Marketing Strategist

Research shows that more than 90% of people read a text message within the first three minutes of receiving it. SMS 
has also proven to deliver open rates as high as 98% on promotional campaigns, making it the best way to keep the 
engagement and momentum high with sales driven messages. 



The immediacy, relevance, and reliability of the channel helped Bulksupplements maximize its efforts when 
promoting sales, discounts, new launches, and other campaigns. 



Take a look at 3 of the top one-off campaigns and their results:


One-time SMS promotions: Seize the opportunity with one-time SMS promotions

SMS Campaigns 536,951
Recipients

$15,947
Cost

8.6X
ROI

$136,423
Revenue

5
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Following SMS closely, Facebook Messenger has an increasing user base of 1.3 billion internet users (and increasing), 
across the globe. That’s why Recart enables powerful Messenger marketing campaigns for Shopify stores using 
automation that address all use cases for communicating with these users. 



Facebook Messenger marketing has 10-80 times better engagement as compared to email. Email gives an average 
5-10% open rate and a 1% clickthrough rate. This amounts to 1 clickthrough per 1,000 emails sent. Messenger, on the 
other hand, averages 80-90% open rates and 20% clickthrough rates.







12X ROI on highly engaging Facebook Messenger marketing campaigns

800 Sent

800 Delivered 0 Lost

640 Opened 140 Unopened

96 Clicked 10 Cart Recovered

800 Sent

1000 Visitors

(800 AC’s)

700 Delivered 100 Lost

140 Opened 560 Unopened

7 Clicked 1 Cart Recovered 133 Ignored 544 Ignored

Email

Having this kind of ability to talk to your customers instead of 
an email circle is one of the biggest advantages. 

Jim Denlinger, Digital Marketing Strategist

Messenger Strategy And Implementation
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In addition to increasing subscriptions, Recart also helped Bulksupplements.com enrich its customer profiles. The app 
pulls in personal data from Facebook profiles to equip you with information such as first name, last name, gender, 
location, timezone, and email/SMS to enable sending personalized marketing campaigns.

Here is an example of an enriched customer list:

29,452
Messenger

subscribers

$488,982
Revenue from the


welcome flow

Patrik

Martha

Bob

Jenny

George

John

Adam

Thomas

Aaron

Emily

Omar

Carrora

Samberg

Hill

Water

Penn

Moon

Klasser

Days

Lester

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Female

en_US

en_US

en_GB

en_US

en_US

en_GB

en_US

en_US

en_US

en_US

-5

-4

-5

-5

-4

-5

-4

-5

-4

-5

patrik.omar@gmail.com

martha.c1@gmail.com

bobbyboy@gmail.com

yoitsjen.h@gmail.com

watergeeo@gmail.com

jpenn85@gmail.com

moonadam@gmail.com

klassertee1@gmail.com

aadays851@gmail.com

emilylester@gmail.com

First name Last name Gender Locale Timezone Email

https://
bulksupplements.com

BulkSupplements
.com

Welcome  

gabriel.selberg9818@gmail.com

Please enter/confirm your email address to

reveal your code  ️(5% to 15% off)

You’ve unlocked the 2nd best discount

code!  Congrats!  

Use discount code FB10 for 10% off.

Tap this button to apply the discount

Shop Now

The seamless experience of easy subscription collected 20k new email subscribers, a 300% increase in conversion 
rate, and revenue increased from $30k to $90k. Messenger not only goes directly into a customer’s Messenger inbox 
(instead of a spam folder) but is also personalized, and conversational and allows you to have real-time conversations 
with customers at scale.

Bulksupplements.com decided to target its mobile audience outside of the US with a welcome popup that encouraged 
them to subscribe to updates via Facebook Messenger. They switched from Klaviyo to Recart to effectively build an 
engaged and validated subscriber list.

Welcome popup and Messenger welcome series: the path to a seamless experience
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Messenger abandoned cart series: the power of conversations

Bulksupplements.com also implemented an automated cart recovery Messenger messages. 




Here’s how the workflow operates:

A gentle reminder is sent about 50 minutes after a cart is abandoned and there isn’t any placed order in the last 30 days

A second message is sent 20 hours later if there is no activity

Conditional Split

Wait 50 minutes

Hasn't placed any order in 30 days

BulkSupplements.com

Beta Alanine  


$12.96 USD

Buy It Now

Hi there, did you forget something? 
Click the button below for fast 
checkout:

Send Message

Conditional Split

Wait 20 hours

BulkSupplements.com

Beta Alanine  


$12.96 USD

Buy It Now

Hi there, did you forget something? 
Don't worry, we saved your cart for 
you.



Don't miss your chance to take 
advantage of our biggest discount of 
the year!



Save 15% off your order before it's 
too late!

Send Message

Doesn't have any 
items in cart

Hasn't placed any

order in 30 days 

$18,000
Revenue from the cart


abandonment flow



The health and wellness brand was able to turn more mobile visitors into subscribers and improve sales while 
achieving high engagement and conversion rates. Their secret sauce to success was a cohesive mobile marketing 
strategy that reached internet users and online shoppers on the platform they use the most: Mobile. 



Using SMS to target their US-based audience and Facebook Messenger to engage shoppers from the rest of the 
world, Bulksupplments increased their ROI by  44X for SMS and 12.2X using Messenger.


Running targeted and automated SMS and Messenger marketing campaigns together also helped the brand learn 
more about their customers, how they chose to interact with them, and what motivates them to purchase.



Here’s a summary of the results that Bulksupplements.com saw with the Recart approach to mobile marketing:

We have been happy with the SMS and Messenger strategy that 
we have built where we are focusing on converting the US and 
Canadian mobile traffic into SMS subscribers and all other traffic 
into Messenger subscribers. This allows us to concentrate on the 
SMS audience growth while not jeopardizing our Messenger 
audience growth.

Jim Denlinger, Digital Marketing Strategist

Messenger channel ROI SMS channel ROI

Total revenue
$1,454,688

12.2x 44x

$601,487 
Revenue from


Messenger

41% 
Revenue % within


the total

$853,201 
Revenue from


SMS

59% 
Revenue % within


the total
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Schedule your free demo here to find out how Recart can help 
engage with your customers and grow your sales!

Results & Success From Mobile Marketing

https://recart.com/book-a-demo

